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Term 2 has been another exciting and busy 10 weeks at The 
Springfield Anglican College, bookended by two very 
significant events: celebrating our Foundation Day on May 4, 
and Commissioning our new Chaplain Erika Williams in Week 
10. Between them, a host of learning opportunities were 
experienced by our students and staff. 

Foundation Day, our 20th birthday and commemorated by the cover 
of this edition of Horizons, was a very special occasion when all 
students from Kindergarten to Year 12 and all staff collected together 
in St John's Cathedral for a special service celebrating our community. 
It was with great pride that I looked out over 1100 wonderful TSAC 
community members, and I was delighted, as ever, with the ways the 
students presented and conducted themselves. Upon returning to 
the College in the afternoon, we engaged in many fun activities to 
mark the day, including Zumba dance classes, sports activities and fun 
on inflatables. 

It was a lovely, joyous and memorable day, befitting a birthday 
celebration. 

The growth of our College, both physically and in terms of reputation, 
is remarkable. That it was once only one building and that today, two 
decades later, those buildings number 31 is a measure of that vast 
growth and the investment in the future of the children in this 
community. However, in my address on Foundation Day, I made 

From the Principal
Darren Pitt

reference to the ways that it is people that make places, not buildings. 
On our first day, we numbered 11 students and a handful of staff, 
whereas today we are 1000 students and 150 staff. Our students 
continue to surprise me on a daily basis, with the energy, compassion, 
and creativity.

This term, and I direct you Mr Holmes' article on page 14 of this 
edition of Horizons for more detail, I have had the great privilege of 
coaching the Intermediate Girls' Football team. It was a wonderful 
season, resulting in great success on the pitch, but what I have taken 
from the experience most and which is relevant here is the wonderful 
ways that our students apply themselves - training was always fun 
and matches competitive, and at all times the girls are inclusive, hard-
working, kind to one another, resilient and full of talent. 

As you will know from my previous comments elsewhere about the 
importance of extra-curricular, I was delighted to watch the girls, in 
the Intermediate team and the Girls' Football Program, as they grew 
together as a team and benefitted from experiences of team sport, 
physical activity and worked together for a common goal. That Mr 
Edem, ICT Manager and my co-coach, myself and the parents and 
siblings of the players were also often there encouraging, celebrating 
the good moments and advising over the less good, was a perfect 
microcosm for what this school does so well - create a home/school 
support mechanism, which provides students with profound and 
enjoyable learning experiences. 

It made me very proud to be involved. 

Returning to Foundation Day, I was also very proud in my address to 
make a special mention of our wonderful staff - so vital in creating the 
positive and vibrant culture we all enjoy. In 2007, a United Kingdom 
government commissioned report into what makes a good school, 
the McKinsey Report, stated that the quality of a school cannot 
exceed the quality of its staff, a notion that I agree with absolutely. We 
are very lucky to have the capable and dedicated staff that we do, and 
I again here offer my thanks to them for all of the enormous work they 
have contributed to developing our College from its infancy 20 years 
ago, to maturity today, and over this busy Term 2. 

As previously mentioned, this Term concluded with the Commissioning 
Service for our Chaplain, Erika Williams. Presided over by the Right 
Reverend Bishop John Roundhill, it was wonderful to welcome Erika 
officially to the TSAC community. As an Anglican school, the role of a 
Chaplain is vital in a number of ways. Of course, there are the logistical 
aspects of the role such as coordinating assemblies, Chapels and the 
Religious and Values Education Program. But far more important than 
those aspects, as important as they are, is the ways that a Chaplain 
can establish a tone in the College and provide spiritual and 
emotional support for students, staff and families. This is achieved by 
providing students with a valuable role model in compassion and 
being other person centred, and Chaplain Erika is wonderful at this. 
Having worked with her for six months, I and many of you will know 
that she is a genuinely and wonderfully caring person who is reliable 
and gentle, always there for our community members. I am delighted 
that Erika is with us, and was very proud to be part of the ceremony 
that welcomed her.

A three week holiday will have been exactly what our students and 
staff will have needed as a busy Term 2 concluded. I hope that all of 
them have had a wonderful break, and return ready to tackle the 
adventures ahead in Term 3, a Term which includes, amongst other 
things, outdoor education for Years 4, 5, 8 and 10, the Year 11 Semi-
Formal, an EKKA Show Day in Week 5, our Secondary Open Day, Year 
12 QCS testing and the Student Activities Week. 

There is much to look forward to. I hope you all have had a wonderful 
Term 2, enjoy your break, and are excited to return for Term 3.

God Bless. 
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Inspire Expand Empower. These three words encapsulate the vision of 
The Springfield Anglican College, and sit at the core of the College’s 
view of Academic Extension. Recognising that there are students in 
schools who have high intellectual ability, necessitates the provision 
of learning environments and pathways for these students to 
maximise their potential. This is what TSAC endeavours to provide for 
all students, but it is important to recognise that high ability students 
have learning needs which are different. 

The Year 10 Altitude classroom has offered a group of our high ability 
students the opportunity to challenge themselves in a non-traditional 
classroom context, where the emphasis is on extended problem 
solving and autonomous learning. There is also a focus on supporting 
students to understand and develop key 21st Century skills, as 
recognised through our TSAC Learner Framework. This semester, 
students have focussed on critical and creative thinking skills, 
collaboration, and reflective learning.

Students undertook an extended project in which they needed to 
develop a mini hydro electric energy generating system, to supply a 
small eco resort on an island in Micronesia. With very little prior 
knowledge of location, the environment, hydroelectricity generation 
and turbine blade design, students had to identify problems which 
they needed to solve, and allocated specific roles in the team. As they 
progressed, they identified the knowledge and understanding they 
required, and where and how to best source this. This proved to be 
one of the biggest challenges in the process. Having the perseverance 

Let them Fly
Catherine Gray – Head of Academic Extension

No bird soars too high if he soars with his own wings – Ralph Waldo Emerson

Games in Switzerland. Again, students were responsible for their own 
learning, enthusiastically researching to understand the scientific, 
social, political and technological aspects of contagious disease 
control, but additionally, using current research to creatively predict 
future technologies and control mechanisms. Again, this learning 
environment enabled students to not only extend their knowledge, 
but collaboratively use high level problem solving skills. 

Extended learning pathways are essential for challenging and 
engaging our high ability learners, and engagement with tertiary 
studies is a wonderful opportunity for these students. We are very 
excited to see our Year 10 students challenging themselves at this 
level. In Semester 1, Jaime Clark has studied Introduction to 
Criminology at Griffith University and Millie McCormack has 
completed an online course in American Civil War history through 
Berkley University in the USA. In Semester 2, twelve of our highest 

to continue to progress the project when the solutions weren’t easily 
available, tested the resilience and focus of the teams. 

With regard to excellence, it is not enough to know, but we 
must try to have and use it – Aristotle

Recognising that the teams required some high-level physics 
knowledge to help them along, Mr Yates was called in to bring them 
up to speed in the physics of electro magnetism and hydroelectricity 
generation. As students continued to look at how they could ensure 
efficiency in turbine blade design, they encountered the next ‘hurdle’ 
in the project – how to model and develop a prototype of their 
design. Again, students extended their learning through a series of 
four workshops with STEMPUNKS, who provided them with an 
understanding of 3D design using Fusion 360 software, and 
entrepreneurial skills around developing and pitching a product. 
Students were able to design their turbine blades, which were then 
3D printed and attached to a small hydroelectric generator for testing. 
The challenges students faced in a process where they had to drive 
their own learning and problem solving, enabled students to extend 
and enrich their learning outside of traditional curriculum. 

Critical and creative problem solving was the focus for our Altitude 
students in undertaking Future Problem Solving. This international 
program asks students to identify a problem within a futuristic 
scenario, and develop a solution for this problem. The first challenge 
involved the spread of infectious disease, in which they had to deal 
with a viral pandemic, which first presented at the 2050 Olympic 

ability Year 10 students have enrolled in a Head Start subject through 
USQ, which will contribute towards future tertiary study and points 
toward their QCE. This is an exciting opportunity exclusively for TSAC 
students, where earlier than normal entry into university has been 
granted by USQ, for those highly able and academically ready 
students. We are extremely grateful to USQ for this, as it is an excellent 
and robust option for academic extension. 

The Year 10 Altitude class is a ‘snapshot’ of some of the options for 
academically extending our high ability students. TSAC is committed 
to recognising and supporting these students, and establishing best 
practice and innovative models to ‘Let them Fly’. 

Unless you try to do something beyond what you have 
already mastered, you will never grow – Ronald E. Osborn
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Primary Campus

On the Primary Campus, technology enriches our existing classroom 
programs with resources and tools that excite and engage. Digital 
platforms such as Mathletics, English Stars, Sound Waves and eBook 
readers sit alongside classroom teaching and provide opportunities 
for our students to revise, deepen or apply understand in new ways. 
New developments in assistive technology are also supporting our 
learners in the classroom with students making use of immersive 
readers and syllabification tools, visual dictionaries, dictation tools and 
tools that help students identify parts of speech. 

Our industry leading Maker Space, the Fab Lab, is the home of digital 
and design technologies. This flexible learning environment boasts a 
wide variety of robotics, construction and physical computing 
resources which allows us to deliver a comprehensive and progressive 

technology program. It also provides our classroom teachers with 
exciting ways to enhance their classroom projects. Year 1 students 
recently combined BlueBots into their Tiny Towns integrating learning 
across Mathematics, Science and HaSS. By creating an algorithm to 
navigate the robots through their Tiny Town, these students are 
developing valuable computational thinking skills which benefit 
other areas of learning. Similarly, the students of Year 6 made use of 
the resources in the Fab Lab, specifically our Little Bits electronics 
library, to construct prototypes of their design solutions for their 
Energy Expo. Both examples demonstrate how we leverage 
technology resources to deepen learning experiences for our 
students.

The introduction of 3D and Augmented Reality tools this year has 
unlocked new possibilities in the classroom with students developing 
their own animations, mock-holograms and three-dimensional 
designs in Paint 3D. The mixed reality viewer allows students to place 
their objects into the real world. The addition of a 3D Printer to the Fab 

Lab will now allow our students to hold their design ideas in their 
hand. Students in Year 5 recently enhanced their current classroom 
studies into space and inventions by creating an animated Solar 
System presentation and developing their own 3D models of their 
innovations on inventions. These tools are free and come standard in 
Windows 10 and Office 365. Their potential to unlock creativity in our 
learners is exciting. 

The introduction of Minecraft Education Edition has expanded our 
extra-curricular offering in Technology Club. Along with Minecraft we 
have offered Stop Motion Animation, Coding and Game Development 
in 2018. In Term 2, Minecraft Club students worked on a collaborative 
town project and exported their individual builds. Minecraft Education 
Edition offers exciting opportunities to enrich and expand learning 
across subject areas. Students in Upper Primary can look forward to 
combining the platform with a literature study and online collaboration 
with an author.

While we recognise the amazing learning opportunities technology 
can afford our students, we also recognise the need to develop skills 
that will empower them to be ethical, safe and responsible citizens of 
the digital world. The Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) program 
commences in Year 3 with our technology training program. The 
program aims to provide students with the skills and knowledge they 
need to care for and use their first learning device at school. Lessons 
cover hardware basics, device care and transportation, safe internet 
use and an introduction to the software we use at school. This 
coincides with the introduction of our touch-typing program, which 
continues through to Year 6. The Digital Citizenship program on the 
Primary Campus develops student understanding around concepts 
such as eSafety, cyberbullying, identity, respectful communication, 
security and creative credit. 

Our teachers are committed to ensuring mindful, purposeful and 
effective use of technology in the classroom, with several primary 
teachers now certified as Microsoft Innovative Educators. This 
combined with our leading digital technologies program, facilities, 
resources and our focus on fundamental skills and digital citizenship 
in our students prepares them for their future and the exciting 
opportunities that await them on the Secondary Campus.

e-Learning at TSAC
Laura Bain – Primary Campus eLearning Coordinator, Digital Technologies Teacher, and  

Mike King – Head of e-Learning and Technology

Secondary Campus

The curriculum on the Secondary Campus is supported by a range of 
applications and services, with many of these shared through the 
Moodle platform and Microsoft OneNote Classrooms. Students are 
able to access sequentially designed learning content, interactive 
resources and access feedback and collaborative work spaces instantly 
online. Teachers have been able to support learners that have missed 
lessons and those in the classroom with a range of formats that 
enhance the learning experience.

On the Secondary Campus we now offer Digital Solutions to Years 7 
and 8, with an elective option of Digital Solutions Extension for those 
that wish to extend their understanding. Year 9 students have Digital 
Solutions that begins to prepare students for the senior subject of 
Digital Solutions. Years 7 and 8 have been involved in a range of 
projects which include the use of digital coding to develop solutions 
to complex problems. 

Students engaged in the Drone Project that allowed them the 
opportunity to solve a real world problem of transporting an EpiPen 
as an emergency response through difficult terrain. The problem was 
modelled using hula-hoops and mini drones that the students 
worked collaboratively to design algorithms to test and modify for 
success. Virtual Reality spaces were created to tell stories using edited 
audio stories. Amazing immersive experiences were shared with the 
class and those outside.

Our Digital Solutions students in Year 9 have been gaining an 
understanding of inputs, outputs and processes whilst programming 
micro controllers to refine a doorbell project, something that they 
take for granted before the project began. Digital Extension students 
in Years 7 and 8 have also been exploring programming work through 
a series of challenges using graphical programming to control 
robotics.

Many of our specialist subjects have continued to enjoy the 
advantages of a range of resources and technology including the 
Design and Engineering students using computer aided design and 
music students working with sound editing software. Media students 
in Years 7, 8 and 9 have been able to use recording devices and 
resources to capture moments that have been edited and produced, 
creating final outcomes that meet a range of learning tasks.

The integration of new technology into our lives has seen a fundamental shift in the ways we live, work 
and play. As the world continues to become increasingly digitised, so too does the need for our students 
to become skilled users of technology. At The Springfield Anglican College, technology is not only a tool 

that enhances teaching and learning, but is a vehicle for developing vital skills for the future. Our 
technology rich learning spaces, resources and curricular offerings excite, engage and provide our 

learners with opportunities to be creative and innovative.
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School Chaplaincy is all about supporting the social, emotional and 
spiritual wellbeing of the school community, and enhancing the 
efforts of other care professionals. Moreover, it is about creating and 
encouraging a Christian ethos, atmosphere and culture within the 
College community. Building relationships and connections with the 
students, staff and their families is vital to providing care within this 
school environment. The Chaplaincy role can offer care in a number 
of ways including pastoral conversations, structured resilience and 
grief programs and assisting with support network solutions to 
promote positive wellbeing. 

As the school Chaplain, I am part of the school student care team, 
which attends to the students’ welfare and happiness. I am here to 
help students build their confidence and self-esteem, and to support 
them through difficulties and challenges, which may include 
bereavement, relationship problems and generally helping them 
cope with what life throws at them. 

The diversity of this role allows for involvement in Christian teaching 
and learning opportunities, morning prayer, preaching, school camps, 
preparation for first communion and confirmation, social justice 
issues, small group work, and, eventually, the provision of formal small 

group programs to do with grief, loss and friendships. Another facet 
of this role is overseeing the RaVE Program, (Religious and Values 
Education) and this year a new P-12 Syllabus has been launched by 
the Anglican Schools Commission - Southern Queensland. This offers 
our teachers guidance for their unit planning which seeks to 
encourage the development of religious knowledge and broaden 
students’ understanding of what can be learned from religion. In 
Semester 2 this year, our current Year 7 students will be participating 
in the Youth Alpha Course; an interactive series that will help them 
develop and deepen their relationship with Jesus. Our Year 11 
students will be participating in the Alpha Course, where they will 
have the opportunity to explore the Christian faith, ask questions and 
share their point of view. 

ThreeSixTeens is a new, multi-age youth group that will commence 
on Friday 3rd August (Week 3 of Term 3). The group will meet 
fortnightly from 6pm - 7:30pm in the Cedar Building and will run in 
conjunction with St. Andrew’s Springfield for school aged children 
and teens. It will offer bible-based teaching, fellowship, games and 
activities for the young people of our parish and school. All are 
welcome and we look forward to seeing you there!

Chaplaincy at TSAC
Erika Williams – College Chaplain

Chaplain Erika’s Commissioning

On Tuesday 19 June, the staff and students from Years 5 to 12 came 
together to celebrate the Commissioning of our College Chaplain, 
Erika Williams.

This is an incredibly important event in the history of our College and 
we are very fortunate and proud to have officially welcomed Erika as 
our College Chaplain.

This service was presided over by the Right Reverend John Roundhill, 
Bishop of the Southern Region of Queensland.

The Commissioning of Chaplain Erika into our College Community is 
a very important and formal event for several reasons, first and 
foremost, it highlights the Anglican values of the College and the 
seriousness with which we approach our ethos. It also emphasises the 
important role that a Chaplain holds at the College and it also gives 
us the opportunity to recognise and pray for Erika and prepare 
ourselves as a Community to support all of the work that she carries 
out on a daily basis, this work involves a variety of activities including 
the coordination of the RaVE curriculum, coordinating special chapels 
and assemblies, including leading our Foundation Day Chapel in May 
at St John’s Cathedral, being a member of the College Senior 
Leadership Team and leading the students who take part in our 
increasingly important Social Justice Group. 

These are important aspects of the role, which Erika does extremely 
well, but moreover School Chaplaincy is about significantly 
contributing to the enhancement of our culture of inclusion, 
compassion, joy and love, and this is where Erika’s greatest strengths 

have been revealed. We take the opportunity, where possible, to 
celebrate Erika’s work and dedication on a regular basis in our daily 
school life, but this very special occasion allowed us to all come 
together and recognise this in a formal setting.

Principal Darren Pitt took the opportunity to share some insight into 
Chaplain Erika and how immensely proud he is to have her as such a 
vital part of our College:

“While there are the things that we as a Community see 
Erika doing every day, it’s the things that we don’t often see 
that make the difference, it’s the amount of time and energy 
Erika puts in to supporting members of our community who 
need her help - she is tireless in this regard, providing 
students, parents and staff with her time and love. 

This is a vital part of school chaplaincy - being there to listen 
and show care - and this is when Erika is at her best: she is 
incredibly other person centred, has a warm, generous 
heart, is patient, kind and humble. 

God is working through Erika in our community, and we are 
blessed to have her here. I am delighted that she is part 
of our staff, and equally delighted that you can all be part of 
welcoming her officially to our College.” – Darren Pitt, 
Principal.

Welcome Chaplain Erika, to our College Community – you’ve already 
made a massive impact in our lives and we look forward to watching 
the journey unfold.
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As thirty-two countries come together to celebrate the 21st FIFA World 
Cup tournament held in Russia, billions of enthusiastic fans across the 
globe tune in to watch the best players in the world showcase their 
incredible skills, score amazing goals and represent their country with 
pride, in their pursuit of winning the coveted World Cup. 

While the interest of the FIFA World Cup demands global recognition, 
and manages to entertain and enthral everyone, football is equally as 
popular among girls at The Springfield Anglican College. 

The College offers opportunities for girls to be involved in football 
from Kindy to Year 12. The Lions Football Club provides elite coaching 
to our Primary students in order to practice their skills in a fun and 
enjoyable environment. The College enters teams in the Junior TAS 
and the Greater Brisbane Conference. For our more elite players, the 
College also enters teams into the ISSA and UhlSport Cup.

In Term 2, the Girls’ Football teams made College history with all three 
teams remaining undefeated in securing a GBC Premiership and TSAC 
was crowned overall GBC Girls’ Football Champions for the third 
consecutive year. 

In adopting a philosophy of developing skills via a proactive affective 
ball possession style of play, that leads to more touches on the ball, 
more goals and more excitement for our players, the teams conceded 
very few goals throughout the season. The Intermediate team 
consistently highlighted this attacking style of play and scored 61 
goals across seven matches, while conceding only six goals.

The success of the program is not only highlighted by the 
achievements on the field, but also with the enormous health 
benefits that the girls have experienced being involved in the Girls’ 
Football Program. Football is a popular sport where girls have shown 
to be keen to participate and remain active all year round. Pre-season 
training commenced towards the end of Term 1, with a season launch 

hosted by the assistant coach; Mr Gareth McPherson of the Brisbane 
Roar Woman’s team. From there, teams competed in the GBC 
competition in Term 2, the ISSA and Uhlsport Cup across Terms 2 & 3, 
JTAS Competition in Term 3 and will conclude with The Associated 
Schools (TAS) tournament in Term 4.

By having so many opportunities for the girls to play, they remain 
engaged with the football program all year round, ensuring a high 
level of fitness is maintained and giving them opportunities to be 
physically active across all four terms of the school year. It also clearly 
illustrates the determination, commitment and hard work the players 
show throughout the season.

Not only does it offer tremendous health benefits, but it also teaches 
positive life lessons by instilling a sense of teamwork, comradery and 
collaboration. Football is also a great sport for promoting confidence 
and self-image while having fun. One of the things that separates the 
game from other team sports is the total reliance on teamwork and 
the recognition of the players as a cohesive unit. As a coach it is 
amazing to witness the sense of achievement the players experience 
from playing their very first game, scoring that first goal, timing a 
great tackle, making an awesome pass, assisting their teammates to 
score that winning goal, or the sense of belonging that they feel 
being part of a team is priceless. Stephanie Gebert (Year 12) reflected 
back on the enjoyment and the success she had experienced in 
representing the College at football, and when asked what she will 
miss most about the Girls’ Football Program, she stated that she will 
‘miss how much fun she had, the friendships, the memories and the 
support from her team mates.’ 

Pele refers to football as the ‘beautiful game’, but there is more to 
football than just a game. It is for the reasons stated above that we are 
reminded of the significance of football and why it is such a powerful 
tool within the College community.

Music gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight  
to the imagination, and charm and gaiety to life and to 
everything - Plato 

It is no mystery that music education brings with it a plethora of 
benefits. Research has shown that the study of music is closely linked 
to a well-rounded education, aiding the development of strong 
literacy, numeracy and auditory skills, creative thinking, collaboration 
and spatial intelligence. Music performance increases confidence, 
co-ordination and emotional development. 

The Music Program at our College is thriving, with all students in 
Kindergarten through to Year 8 receiving academic music lessons, 
and students in Years 9 through 12 able to choose Elective Music and 
Music Extension courses. In the Senior Years, Music is an authorised 
subject, contributing towards a students’ OP result and, from 2019 
onwards, to the ATAR. Running alongside academic music lessons is 
the Instrumental Music Program which is offered to students in Prep 
through to Year 12. Additionally, many choirs, string ensembles, 
concert bands, jazz bands, guitar ensembles, chamber ensembles and 
a drum line make up our vibrant extra-curricular program. All of these 
areas of our music teaching are enhanced by student opportunities 
to participate in large, external eisteddfods, showcases and festivals.

On 18 May 2018, a cohort of secondary musicians participated in a 
life-changing, character-forming, event: the Anglican Combined 
Schools Music Festival (ASMF). The festival offered the highest-
achieving Anglican School band, string and choral students the 
opportunity to rehearse and perform challenging repertoire under 
the batons of some of the most renowned conductors in Queensland. 
The ASMF presented the opportunity for students make new friends, 
extend themselves musically, and most importantly have lots of fun 
while performing on the Concert Hall Stage at Queensland Performing 

Arts Centre (QPAC) with around 380 like-minded secondary musicians 
from South-East Queensland Anglican Schools. 

What is notable about the participants in this event is that not only do 
they excel in the field of Music, they display high levels of organisation, 
discipline and academic ability. It is now proven that the practice of 
Music has benefits in the development of neural pathways across the 
two hemispheres of the brain. The self-discipline required to dedicate 
oneself to the practice of a musical instrument is an attribute that is 
innately applied to other areas of study. Dr Anita Collins, a renowned 
Australian music educator and founder of the Bigger Better Brains 
project, has done extensive study into how music effects the brain: 
“Playing music is the brain’s equivalent of a full-body workout. Playing 
an instrument engages practically every area of the brain at once – 
especially the visual, auditory, and motor cortices.” 

TSAC parent, Mrs Nicole Jackson, is mother to four children in Year 7, 
8, 10 and 11. Her children have always been heavily involved in the 
Music Program at our College and participate in many ensembles on 
multiple instrument. Mrs Jackson understands the value and 
importance of her children being involved in the Music Program: “The 
music program is so important as it has allowed my children to 
develop the creative side of their personalities. It has also encouraged 
them to flourish, not only in music and on their instruments, but 
academically by opening up parts of the brain that wouldn’t normally 
be used in normal day to day activities.” Mrs Jackson’s eldest child, 
Jasmine, is currently in Year 11 and has been playing the clarinet since 
she was in Year 7. Jasmine says that “learning an instrument at school 
will help set you up for life. Your instrument doesn’t just have to be the 
focus of your future career. The skills you obtain will allow you to 
pursue many different careers.”

Anglican Schools Music Festival
Helena Groeneveld – Instrumental Music Teacher, and  

Tina Paliadelis – Classroom Music and Woodwind Teacher

Girls’ Football
Andy Holmes – Director of Extra-Curricular Engagement
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1 Allison Alvisio Uniform Shop Coordinator

2 Wendy Tai Chinese Teacher Kindergarten to Year 6

3 Sheryl Prins Year 5/6 Classroom Teacher

4 Benjamin Daly Year 4 Classroom Teacher

5 Anja-Lee Caldwell Learning Enhancement Teacher

6 Andrea Hogan Kindergarten Director

7 Ann Haines-Shipman  Year 7 Classroom Teacher,  Philosophical Inquiry and English Teacher

8 Allan Yates  Head of Department - Mathematics and Science,  
Year 12 Coordinator

9 Wendy Hall Teacher-Aide

10 Josephine Pollicina Instrumental Music Teacher

11 Lissa Sullivan-Ward Classroom Music Teacher Prep to Year 7

12 Bonita Marshall Enrolments Manager

13 Brandon Hansen ICT Technician Secondary Campus

14 Toni Myers Teacher-Aide

15 Trina Meiklejohn Head of Department - Humanities and Business

16 Camille Toussaint Year 1 Classroom Teacher

17 Renae King Teacher-Aide Secondary Campus

18 Amy Baker  Administrative Support Officer – Marketing, Activities and Events

19 Esther Addai Year 4 Classroom Teacher

20 Helena Groeneveld Instrumental Music Teacher

21 Michelle Carter Teacher-Aide

22 Scott Harding English, French and Humanities Teacher

23 Tina Paliadelis  Classroom Music Years 8 to 12, Music Extension and 
Instrumental Music Teacher

24 Kelly Whitehorne Secondary Campus Librarian

25 Kristie Ahern Head Department - Health and Physical Education

26 Darren Sime Head of Clan Sinclair, English and HPE Teacher

27 Judy Morris Biology Teacher

28 Jennifer Hawkes  Year 7 Classroom Teacher, Mathematics, Science and 
Enterprise Teacher

29 Darren Pitt Principal

30 Kerry Hogrefe Secondary Campus Receptionist

31 Samantha Hutton Year 5 Classroom Teacher

32 Jeannie Knowles Year 2 Classroom Teacher

33 Carolyn Ball HPE Teacher

34 Tracey Taylor Teacher-Aide

35 Emma Mitchell Administrative Support Officer, Creative Arts

36 Sherina Parker  Primary Creative Arts Coordinator, Instrumental Music Teacher

37 Shandelle Crosby  Year 7 Classroom Teacher, Philosophical Inquiry and 
Humanities Teacher

38 Natalie Shields  Accounts Payable Officer

39 Paul Smart ICT Technician Primary Campus

40 Jade Parker  Design Technology, Technology Studies, Engineering and 
Digital Solutions Teacher

41 Craig Alloway Instrumental Music Teacher

42 Larissa Brown Science and Chemistry Teacher

43 Debbie Johnson Teacher-Aide

44 Kathy Williams Head of Learning Enhancement

45 Rachael Robertson  Prep Classroom Teacher

46 Craig Mason Maintenance Manager

47 Leah Johnson Prep Classroom Teacher

48 Emmanuel Edem ICT Manager

49 Kelly Exton Administrative Support Officer, Primary Campus

50 Thea McLean Dance Teacher Years 4 to 12

51 Robyn Behr Year 3 Classroom Teacher

52 Gerry Oxborrow Science Laboratory Technician

53 Lisa Christofis Year 3 Classroom Teacher

54 Catherine Gray  Head of Academic Extension, Altitude, Biology, Science and 
Enterprise Teacher

55 Teresa Jenkins Teacher Librarian

56 Vanessa Jordanovich Tuckshop Convenor Secondary Campus

57 Erika Williams College Chaplain

58 Richard Clark Head of Secondary

59 Jackie McComb Business Manager

60 Stephanie McPherson PE Teacher Prep and Yr 1, HPE Teacher Years 7-9

61 Danielle Kennedy Learning Enhancement Advisory and Support Teacher

62 Remy Bamford Director of Communications

63 Andy Holmes Director of Extra-Curricular Engagement

64 Jane Pratt Kindergarten Teacher

65 Megan Jensen Drama and Film TV,& New Media Teacher

66 Wendy Jurss Director of Teaching and Learning

67 Jing Zhou Chinese Teacher Years 7 to 12

68 Alysse Martin Year 6 Classroom Teacher 

69 Graham Swinton  Director of Student Activities

70 Judy Jackson Teacher-Aide

71 Ros Taylor Year 2 Classroom Teacher

72 Dali Jovanovic ABCC Nominated Supervisor

73 Sarah Pearce  Head of Clan Keith, Business, Enterprise and Maths Teacher  

74 James Patmore  PE Teacher Primary Campus  and JTAS Coordinator

75 Rebecca Newman  Visual Arts, Enterprise, Film TV & New Media and Graphics & 
Interior Design Teacher

76 Hilton Whitehorne Head of Clan McDuff and HPE Teacher

77 Raewyn Tynan Tuckshop Convenor

78 Patti Thompson Head of Clan Robertson, Visual Arts Teacher

79 Nicole Collis Year 3 Classroom Teacher

80 Melissa Newnham Year 1 Classroom Teacher

81 Rachel Davidson  Teacher-Aide

82 Megan Henrickson Administrative Support Officer, Secondary Campus

83 Candice Smith Year 4 Classroom Teacher

84 Larissa Temete Accountant

85 Mike King  Head of e-Learning and Head of Department Technology

86 Julie Blackley Human Resource and Compliance Officer

87 Kate Parfrement Prep Classroom Teacher

88 Janine Davidson Head of Department - English and Languages

89 Michelle Munn Year 2 Classroom Teacher

90 Laura Bain Primary Campus e-Learning Coordinator

91 Kate Frewin Teaching and Learning Co-ordinator Prep to Year 6

92 Jonathon Cox Year 7 Classroom Teacher and Enterprise Teacher

93 Jason Verrall Grounds and Maintenance Assistant

94 Leanne Zendler  Co-ordinator of Vocational Education and Career Pathways and 
Business Teacher 

95 Leoné Patterson Primary Campus Receptionist

96 Matthew Papinczak Mathematics, Science and Physics Teacher

97 Louise Brown Administrative Support Officer, Sport

98 Lynda Moore Accounts Receivable Officer

99 Sandra Hill Administrative Support Officer, Primary Curriculum

100 Kerrie Jacob Library Aide Primary

101 Kirstin Davie Kindergarten Teacher-Aide

102 Jeff Coleman Graphics, Design and Digital Solutions Teacher

103 Kristina Patch English, Humanities and Psychology Teacher

104 Alison Maklary  Administrative Support Officer to the Director of  
Teaching and Learning

105 Jared Donkin Grounds and Maintenance Assistant

106 Amanda Bale  Kindergarten Teacher-Aide

107 Breanna Saban Year 2 Classroom Teacher

108 Marcelo Vega Science, Chemistry and Mathematics Teacher

109 Megan Ellis Year 5 Classroom Teacher

110 Brooke Rogers Humanities and English Teacher

111 Melanie Ellis PA to the Principal

112 Melanie Shuter HR and Compliance Manager

113 Matthew Taege Grounds and Maintenance Assistant

114 Kristala Iacovou Year 1 Classroom Teacher

115 Allana Dorman Learning Enhancement Teacher

116 Leah Wordon Dance Teacher Years 1 to 6

117 Lennon Tetro ICT Helpdesk Officer

118 Sue McCrickard Grounds and Maintenance Assistant

119 Vanessa O’Shaughnessy Year 6 Teacher

120 Tania Brewer Head of Primary

121 Alison Brown Instrumental Music Teacher

122 Yelena Boulanger Teacher-Aide

123 Anneliese Alloway Director of Creative Arts
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